“we are only 5 days away from fundamentally transforming America” – Barack Obama, 2008



The History, Implementation, and Impact Upon You
The environmental movement has been described as the largest and most influential social phenomenon in
modern history. From relative obscurity just a few decades ago it has spawned thousands of organizations and
claims millions of committed activists. Reading the newspaper today it is hard to imagine a time when global
warming, resource depletion, environmental catastrophes and 'saving the planet' were barely mentioned. They
now rank among the top priorities on the social, political and economic global agenda.
Environmental awareness is considered to be the mark of any good honest decent citizen. Multi-national
companies compete fiercely to promote their environmental credentials and 'out-green' each other. The threat
of impending ecological disasters is uniting the world through a plethora of international treaties and
conventions. But where did this phenomenon come from, how did it rise to such prominence, and more
importantly, where is it going?

You have a life plan!
…unfortunately it is being planned by someone else.

“The whole aim of practical politics is to keep the populace alarmed (and hence
clamorous to be led to safety) by menacing it with an endless series of hobgoblins,
all of them imaginary.” — H.L. Mencken (1918)

click here to go to website
a non-government organization (NGO)

“The common enemy of humanity is man. In searching for a
new enemy to unite us, we came up with the idea that
pollution, the threat of global warming, water shortages,
famine and the like would fit the bill. All these dangers are
caused by human intervention, and it is only through
changed attitudes and behavior that they can be overcome.
The real enemy then, is humanity itself.”
The First Global Revolution, by Alexander King of The
Club of Rome - premier environmental think tank, consultants to the United
From the book
Nations
For a list of many more quotes [click here]. For the list of substantiating reference sources [click here]

a global vision of social, economic, judicial, religious, and biological equity

Environment and Resources: This cluster relates to climate change, peak oil, ecosystems
and water. Radical and rapid social and economic transformations will be needed to avert
runaway climate change and ecological breakdown
Globalisation: This cluster relates interdependence, distribution of wealth and income,
demographic change, employment, trade and finance. Rising inequalities and imbalances
associated with the present path of globalisation risk the breakdown of the world economic
and financial systems
World Development: This cluster relates sustainable development, demographic growth,
poverty, environmental stress, food production, health and employment. The scandal of
abiding poverty, deprivation, inequity and exclusion in a wealthy world must be corrected
Social Transformation: This cluster relates social change, gender equity, values and ethics,
religion and spirituality, culture, identity and behaviour. The values and behaviour on which
the present path of world development is based must change if peace and progress are to be
preserved within the tightening human and environmental limits
Peace and Security: This cluster relates justice, democracy, governance, solidarity, security
and peace. The present path of world development risks alienation, polarization, violence
and conflict; the preservation of peace is vital in itself but is also a precondition for progress
and for the resolution of the issues which threaten the future.

partial list of Club of Rome members who happen to be associated
with most of all the other NGOs that are writing global policy.
Regardless where you look once you begin to dig, the same group of
about 300 people are always there.

Al Gore – Gore lead the US delegations to the Rio Earth Summit and Kyoto Climate Change conference. He chaired a meeting of
the full Club of Rome held in Washington DC in 1997. Author of Earth in the Balance.
Maurice Strong – former Head of the UN Environment Programme, Chief Policy Advisor to Kofi Annan, Secretary General of the
Rio Earth Summit, co-author (with Gorbachev) of the Earth Charter, co-author of the Kyoto Protocol, founder of the Earth Council
Mikhail Gorbachev – founder of Green Cross International and the Gorbachev Foundation, Nobel Peace Prize winner, co-founder
(with Hidalgo) of the Club of Madrid, co-author (with Strong) of the Earth Charter.
Robert Muller – former Assistant Secretary General of the United Nations, founder and Chancellor of the UN University of Peace.
David Rockefeller – CoR executive member, former Chairman of Chase Manhattan Bank, founder of the Trilateral Commission,
The Council on Foreign Relations, and The Rockefeller Foundation. Executive member of the World Economic Forum
Bill Clinton – founder of the Clinton Global Initiative and The President’s Council on Sustainable Development
George Soros – founder of The Open Society and well-known financier and contributor to many far left-wing media and activists
organizations.
Henry Kissinger – former US Secretary of State, counselor to JP Morgan Chase [Rockefeller] and member of its International
Advisory Council.
Diego Hidalgo – CoR executive member, co-founder (with Gorbachev) of the Club of Madrid, founder and President of
the European Council on Foreign Relations in association with George Soros.
Ervin Laszlo – founding member of the CoR, founder and President of the Club of Budapest, founder and Chairman of the World
Wisdom Council.
… and many more

The underlying coordination of NGO
activity is driven by the funding sources.
The Environmental Grantmakers
Association (EGA) is an informal
association of more than 120 foundations
and businesses assembled by the
Rockefeller Foundation. The EGA meets
annually to decide which NGOs and
which projects will be funded. Annual
grants to NGOs through this organization
are estimated to be in the range of
$500,000,000.
The federal government also funds
NGOs. During a recent eighteen-month
period the Department of Interior
awarded grants totaling $242,000,000 to
more than 800 NGOs.
Even more money comes from the UN.
According to the 1996 First Quarter
Report of the Global Environment
Facility (GEF), a total of $2.3 billion was
spent on global warming projects. Most
went to accredited NGOs around the
world. The report identified thirty-nine
such projects which were coordinated by
the IUCN, the WWF, or the WRI worth a
total of $350 million.

the U.N. creates policy solutions for a sustainable world as defined by others



“Effective execution of Agenda 21 will require a
profound reorientation of all human society, unlike
anything the world has ever experienced – a major
shift in the priorities of both governments and
individuals and an unprecedented redeployment of
human and financial resources. This shift will
demand that a concern for the environmental
consequences of every human action be integrated
into individual and collective decision-making at
every level.“

click picture to go to A21 website

–

signed by G.H. Bush, 1992

UN Dept. of Economic and Social Affairs-Division for Sustainable Development

The 40 chapters of Agenda 21

A program for implementing policy to promote a sustainable world of social, economical, and environmental equity

International Cooperation To Accelerate Sustainable Development In ...
Combating Poverty
Changing Consumption Patterns
Demographic Dynamics & Sustainability
Protecting & Promoting Human Health
Promoting Sustainable Human Settlement Development
Integrating Environment & Development in Decision-Making
Protection of the Atmosphere
Integrated Approach to the Planning & Management of Land Resources
Combating Deforestation
Managing Fragile Ecosystems: Combating Desertification & Drought
Managing Fragile Ecosystems: Sustainable Mountain Development
Promoting Sustainable Agriculture & Rural Development
Conservation of Biological Diversity
Environmentally Sound Management of Biotechnology
Protection of the Oceans, all Kinds of Seas, Including Enclosed &am...
Protection of the Quality & Supply of Freshwater Resources
Environmentally Sound Management of Toxic Chemicals
Environmentally Sound Management of Hazardous Wastes

Environmentally Sound Management of Solid Wastes & Sewage
Safe & Environmentally Sound Management of Radioactive Wastes
Global Action for Women Towards Sustainable & Equitable Develop...
Children & Youth in Sustainable Development
Recognizing & Strengthening the Role of Indigenous People &...
Strengthening the Role of Non-Governmental Organizations: Partners
Local Authorities' Initiatives in Support of Agenda 21
Strengthening the Role of Workers & their Trade Unions
Strengthening the Role of Business & Industry
Scientific & Technological Community
Strengthening the Role of Farmers
Financial Resources & Mechanisms
Transfer of Environmentally Sound Technology, Cooperation & Cap...
Science for Sustainable Development
Promoting Education, Public Awareness & Training
National Mechanisms & International Cooperation for Capacity-Bu...
International Institutional Arrangements
International Legal Instruments & Mechanisms
Information for Decision-Making
The highlighted chapters titles reveal emerging patterns of legislation,
regulations, and education.

The President’s Council on Sustainable Development
– est. 1993 by Bill Clinton by Executive Order #12852

to understand Sustainable Development we need to consider what is deemed non-sustainable
Ski Runs
Grazing of Livestock
Disturbance of Soil Surfaces
Fencing of Pastures or Paddocks
Agriculture
Modern Farm Production Systems
Chemical Fertilizer
Herbicides
Building Materials
Industrial Activities
Paved and Tarred Roads
Railroads
Floor and Wall Tiles
Aquaculture
Technology Improvements
Farmlands/Rangelands
Fish Ponds
Plantations
Modern Hunting
Logging Activities
Harvesting Timber

Single Family Homes
Private Transportation
Harvesting Timber
Logging Activities
Fossil Fuels
Dams, Reservoirs, Straightening Rivers
Power Line Construction
Economic systems that fail to set value on the environment
Inappropriate Social Structures
Weaknesses in Legal and Institutional Systems
Attitudes toward nature - Judeo-Christian-Islamic religions
Private Property
Population Growth - Human Population Density
Consumerism
Fragmentation of Habitat
Sewers, Drain Systems, Pipelines
Land use that serves human needs
Fisheries
Golf Courses
Scuba Diving
Synthetic drugs

Source: The Global Biodiversity Assessment Report directed by the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP)
* Non-sustainable items that you can readily see taking place in our current political atmosphere are highlighted in navy blue

… the U.S. commits itself to regulations derived from the
threat of anthropogenic climate change

From the homepage of the USDA - The U.S. Government has joined with foreign governments, international
organizations, non-governmental organizations, academia, and the private sector to plan and implement
voluntary partnerships that promote economic growth, social development and environmental stewardship. For
example, at the World Summit on Sustainable Development held in Johannesburg, South Africa, in 2002, the
United States established and/or joined more than 20 partnerships to advance sustainable development. In
addition, USAID, operating under the new Global Development Alliance (GDA) business model, has initiated or
significantly expanded more than 200 public-private alliances in 2002 and 2003.
The United Nations recently passed a resolution on partnerships, "Towards Global Partnerships"
(A/RES/58/129), and additional information regarding international sustainable development partnership
efforts may be found at the UN's Commission on Sustainable Development.

From the homepage of the EPA - The United States government is extensively engaged in international
climate change activities in areas such as science, mitigation and environmental monitoring. EPA actively
participates in multilateral and bilateral activities by establishing partnerships and providing leadership and
technical expertise. Multilaterally, the United States is a strong supporter of activities under the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) and the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC).
Anthropogenic Climate Change

‘Smart Growth’ - the regulatory or legislative language of policy



Agenda 21 is the culmination of much thought that preceded it’s overarching solutions of implementation. Enclosed are some ideas dating back
to 1976 that were incorporated into A21 and adopted in Clinton’s ‘Sustainable America’. They are all incorporated into Cap and Trade.

Once we start gleaning the bigger picture it is not difficult to
understand how laws like ‘eminent domain’ or legislation such
as Cap and Trade came into existence. The Constitution
prohibits the Government from owning land except to
establish military bases. The federal government currently
own 650 million acres of land and increasing it’s stake via
Wildlands Projects.

click picture

‘Smart Grid’ – making sure you are as smart as possible



The "smart" electric grid may be just a little too smart. Once a smart meter is attached to a home, it can gather a lot more data than just how much electricity a
family uses.



It can tell how many people live in the house, when they get up, when they go to sleep and when they aren't home.



It can tell how many showers they take and loads of laundry they do. How often they use the microwave. How much television they watch and what kind of TV they
watch it on. (Sustainable doctrine seeks to reduce household water usage to 20 gals/day; currently we average 100)



Almost 200,000 smart meters are now being installed between Fort Collins and Pueblo, and across the country 52 million smart meters will be installed by 2015,
according to a Federal Energy Regulatory Commission estimate.



Law enforcement, government agencies and corporations, such as Microsoft and Google, already are eyeing all that data.



The transformation of the electric grid into a smart, sophisticated two-way energy and communication system is seen as a way to better manage power and
improve efficiency. This is because all your consumption can be monitored, shut off, or regulated by others. (see Franklin Raines article below)



The federal government has put up $3.4 billion to help speed smart-grid development (with the help of PPPs, naturally)

Barack Obama essentially blackmailed the American people when he said: “Either we pass Cap and Trade or I will put the EPA in charge of emission regulations,
and I guarantee you that you would much prefer our Senate Bill.” The way government is currently working it circumvents international treaty’s by adopting
their policies into our own legislation, hiding snippets of laws embedded into seemingly unrelated bills, or by-passing law altogether by having agencies create
regulations. Agenda 21, sustainable development, and Cap and Trade will be thrust upon us in one way or another.
Remember that private property ownership is deemed non-sustainable. In the near future, you get to pay the mortgage payment, the upkeep, and property
taxes—but how you live within your own house will be mandated by others. The cost of ownership will become bureaucratically onerous and financially
debilitating. None of this is happening by accident or ignorance, as we are being manipulated towards a goal our Globalist leaders have in mind for us.
Related Article: Franklin Raines

… without any need of treaty ratification or Congressional approval

Right now, in your town and
neighborhood, policies are being
implemented that will ultimately
eliminate your freedoms and destroy
your way of life. You need to know
what's going on to stop this
process. Many town officials are
selling us out to global regional
development with help from
the ICLEI International and ICLEI
Local. ICLEI is used as one of the
mechanisms to undo the political
recognition of unalienable rights.

The modern NGO story begins with the creation of the United Nations. One month after the UN Charter
went into force, Julian Huxley signed the document that created the well-known UNESCO. Two years
later, the same Julian Huxley was instrumental in creating the International Union for the Conservation of
Nature or IUCN. To increase funding for its work, the IUCN created another, more public organization
called the World Wildlife Fund or WWF in 1961.
The World Resources Institute or WRI is perhaps the world’s most influential think-tank. It produces the
so-called scientific foundation for the global agenda and coordinates much of the activity of affiliated
NGOs as well. Maurice Strong has been or is currently a director or officer of each of these NGOs.
These three NGOs, the IUCN, WWF and WRI, in concert with the United Nations Environment Program
(UNEP), jointly published the documents from which the global agenda was developed. These
documents include:
World Conservation Strategy
Caring for the Earth
Global Biodiversity Strategy
From these foundational works come such policy documents as:

NGOs are responsible for the following:

Development of the global agenda, i.e., Agenda 21.
Enactment of the policies at the international level.
Converting international policy into national laws and regulations.
Implementing the new policies, laws, and regulations on the ground.

Agenda 21 Alert: Public-Private Partnerships [part 1]
Agenda 21 Alert: Public-Private Partnerships [part 2]

The Convention on Biological Diversity
The Framework Convention on Climate Change
Agenda 21
Policy is adopted without treaty ratification and passed to NGO’s without need of Congressional
approval. Because they hold “consultative” status they are contractually required to support any item
that is presented to them from their peers. They are also required to support individual candidates who
support the overall agenda. The number of advisory committees is carefully managed, ensuring that
committees are only established when essential to the attainment of clearly defined Executive Branch
priorities. In other words, “I will hire you to give me what I want”.

the first step in the process of propaganda

An excellent example of what I will call the Circle of Corruption is seen by tracing backwards from Al Gore’s company Generations Investment Management. You will notice this is
a list of alliances. If we click on The Alliance for Climate Protection we see this takes us to an organization that is committed to ‘spread the word’, which will in turn ultimately
create profits for Al Gore. I use this tree to illustrate how all of these thinks tanks are inter-twined. In this example, David Rockefeller founded the TLC, CFR, and RF. The CoR was
founded at his house in Bellagio, Italy. The CoB and CoM represent 2 of 33 siblings of the CoR, and whose members each have 1 or several of their own organizations.

Maurice Strong and Mikhail Gorbachev package the CoR’s
vision via their two organizations and put together the
educational program which ultimately became the Earth
Charter. Donations, grants, and consultancy fees fly
everywhere.

Maurice Strong

Mikhail Gorbachev

The same people that sit on the Board of the Club of Rome,
each have their respective roles as media moguls, union
heads/financiers, banking moguls, U.N. positions, or
political leaders. They control the money, the media
outlets, the legislative processes, and the ‘boots on the
ground’ organizations to foist the agenda. There are
28,000 such organizations. They are divided into Think
Tanks, those that focus on Policy Framework, and finally
those that Market the ideas that the leaders want
expressed.

click icon
click icon

The Trilateral Commission

Council on Foreign Relations

The Rockefeller Foundation

The Earth Charter Initiative was signed by
G.W. Bush in 2000. This is a curriculum
for educating our youth in global
stewardship while promoting social,
economic, and biological equity.

pay particular attention to the highlighted areas within this tree

The US Partnership

Integrating
Sustainable
Development with
Education

what our children are learning today, to prepare them for their tomorrow

Unfortunately for America, the “values, behavior, and lifestyles” that UNESCO requires for “societal transformation” run contrary to a Christian Worldview and American
principles of liberty. The new educational curriculum is steeped in paganism, collectivism, and environmentalism.
For example, threat of environmental catastrophe is used to justify global governance including a planned economy. Children are indoctrinated to accept total control
through biased economic lessons in their social studies texts. Compare the positive language describing government control over the economy to the negative language
describing free-market systems:








Under a lesson on Stalin: “An economy completely controlled by government is called a command economy. Within just 20 years the Soviet Union became one of
the world’s strongest industrial nations. Thousands of railroad lines crisscrossed the country, linking towns and cities that had never been connected before.”[22]
Castro’s Cuba: “For some people life became better under Castro’s communist dictatorship. There is less poverty since Castro gained control.”[23]
Mao’s China: [Next to a picture of Mao surrounded by cheering peasants]: “The Communists...had become very popular…. The Communists also worked with
farmers, showing them ways to produce more crops… They provided housing, medical care, and food supplies for city workers. They supported education for all,
along with equal rights for women.”[24]
American Economics: “Understanding Imperialism: The chief motivation behind imperialism is usually economic gain. Powerful nations can establish new markets
for their manufactured goods…. Despite the importance of economics, Americans usually cited other reasons to justify their imperialism. Many Americans believed
that they had a right and obligation to extend what they considered their superior culture to people less fortunate than themselves.”[25]
Under a Cartogram depicting America controlling most of the world’s wealth: “Do you remember how imperialism affected countries in Africa and Asia?

The message for our children is: True economic success comes from government control, but in America, success came from imperial aggression. Missing are the failures of socialism.
Are these lessons having an effect? According to the National Center for Education Statistics report, “What Democracy Means to Ninth-Graders,” the answer is YES:
84.2 percent of 9th-graders now believe it’s the government’s responsibility to set prices.
63.5 percent believe government is responsible for “reducing differences in income and wealth among people.”
58.6 percent now believe government must “provide an adequate standard of living for the unemployed.”[28]
What’s frightening is that the US Dept. of Education considers these “attitudes” correct answers, and identifies them as “international principles of democracy!”

what our children are learning today, to prepare them for their tomorrow

The US Department of Education carefully insulated themselves from critics of this radical agenda by funding tax-exempt, non-government
organizations (NGOs) to do their dirty work. Sometimes an NGO is several layers removed from its true funding source. For example, the Education for
Sustainable Development Toolkit, published through the University of Tennessee in July 2002, was “made possible by a grant from The Waste
Management Research and Education Institution.”
The international “constellation of principles, values, attitudes, and behaviors” that our children “must embrace” are imbedded in today’s curriculum and
divided into three major themes as explained in Agenda 21, the US Agenda for Action, and the US ESD Toolkit: They are: Sustainable
Environment, Economy, and Society.
In other words, education is no longer about preserving liberty based on American principles, but transforming America based on international principles.


2nd Grade Silver Burdett and Ginn Teacher’s Edition: “Why is the Earth one community? …Second graders develop a sense of being involved with other people and
of the earth being everyone’s global home.” [30]



4th Grade Houghton-Mifflin: “To be a community, people must share the same customs and have some common purpose…. You also belong to the world community.
…The things we share in our world are far more valuable than those which divide us. …What might ‘global village’ mean? Ask [students] to find out more about the idea
of a ‘global village.’… [31]



5th Grade Houghton-Mifflin: “Today, the debate over how land is used involves the entire world. [32]



7th Grade McMillan, Teachers’ Edition:“Encourage students to think of such possibilities as government or voluntary agencies to regulate the sale of land, size of
factories, hours of labor, supervision of children, etc. Discuss all possibilities.” [33]



5th-9th Grade Constitutional Rights Foundation Curriculum: “The police power also allows the government to restrict the use of property…or force an owner to give
up his or her land under the exercise of eminent domain…. Governments sometimes use the power of eminent domain to protect the environment. Taking land for
environmental reasons generally falls under two categories: (1) controlling pollution and (2) preserving natural areas.” [34]

the root cause for necessitating taking control of your water, land, food,
energy, transportation, education, religion, housing – and freedom!

"we are facing an imminent catastrophic ecological collapse and our only hope is to transform humanity into a
global interdependent sustainable society, based on respect and reverence for the Earth.“ – Club of Rome
I am neither a Geologist nor a Climatologist, so as I pour through all the scientific arguments I must admit that I cannot confer credibility with absolutism upon
either side of the debate. However, I can ask if this ‘climate-change’ is being used as an excuse to foist a political agenda? If we wander back through history a
bit we will come to realize that prior to the threat of us being annihilated by having the audacity to breathe; the threat was extinction by over population. This
proved to not be so popular, and no career politician could publically support The KSOU Bill. (Kill the Stupid, Old, and Ugly Bill). It also was proved to be
patently false, but this has not in the least changed the minds of it’s supporters. Man-made climate change supplanted the original paradigm and was perfectly
suited for causing universal existential guilt without singling out any specific group. The powerful elitists are too heavily invested in AGW to let it go, despite
‘climategate’ and the revelation of the IPCC falsifying or tampering with results.
An example that lends veracity to the bold statements made above is the creation of the Chicago Climate Exchange (CCX). All of the usual global elitists got
together (either directly or indirectly) to form a company that is going to capitalize on regulations that will be levied against all persons and companies via Cap
and Trade. Most of these individuals are not even American citizens—but they will be receiving our money! This bill has not even been signed into law, yet the
company was formed 10 years ago in preparation of what they will do to us. Al Gore has set up his company, Generations Investment Management that is
poised to profit from the re-distribution of wealth. His company also owns 10% of CCX.
What is curious is that all those purporting this Armageddon that awaits us, refuse to hold any public debate with the myriad of scientists that proclaim it to be
hogwash. A report was filed by more than 700 leading scientists to the Senate expressing their dissent regarding man-made climate change. The full report
can be viewed here. Yet, in the words of Barack Obama, our world is going to be fundamentally transformed, and climate change is the reason why. Once you
familiarize yourself with the links and articles I have provided and come to realize just how radically your world is to be changed; it should beg the question:
What if they are wrong? Understand that only accredited organizations that can reflect the policies of those political bodies that hire them have put forth the
mantra of ‘climate change’. Those that oppose it have been given no voice, nor the resources to amass a huge educational propaganda mill. Your life, as you
know it, depends on your quest for Truth and your fight for Freedom!

Broaching this subject is like crawling down an infinite rat-hole of corruption, greed, and power. My goal was to merely introduce you to the subject
matter so that we learn where to focus our attention. We have no hope of winning this war if we do not even know where the battlefield is! I have
enclosed below the most salient articles I have written (or re-posted) that will give you a comprehensive understanding of how this is touching every
aspect of our lives, re-vamping our economy, education, religion, medicine, etc. What you believe, how you live, where you live, how you will
commute, and your entire existence is going to be radically transformed. I urge you to take the time and start learning how!

General

Religion

Economy

Agenda 21 Primer
The Green Economy
The Club of Rome
Agenda 21 Drill-Down
Understanding NGO’s

Gaia’s Gurus
The Spiritual United Nations
The United Green Religion

Economic Dictatorship
The World Bank and IMF

NGO Link Bank

Depopulation

Education

Prominent NGO’s

The Move to Depopulate the Planet

Sustainable Education
Education for Sustainable Tyranny

If you are reading a printed version of this, you are unable to click on the important links. To download the working version, go here: http://spinpolitico.com/forum/topics/thepatriots-handbook-to This will give you access to all the embedded links, which are so important to fully understanding what is read within.

